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Abstract—This short exploratory empirical paper examines a
question of how important the Internet protocol (IP) addresses
of name servers are in linking together Internet domains that
have distributed malware or otherwise having been associated
with malicious computer networks. By using the domain name
system (DNS) for building a relational representation, the found
importance is elaborated with a dataset comprised of nearly sixty
thousand domains. Besides the empirical exploration related to
these domains, the paper provides a stylized discussion on the
construction of empirical DNS graphs, including the concrete
reduction and learning of the observed malware graph. With
these two deliverables, the paper contributes to the active
research field of DNS mining, further pinpointing a number of
relevant research challenges for applications of complex network
analysis for studying computer networking and cyber security.

Index Terms—cyber security, fast flux, labeled network

I. INTRODUCTION

Reflecting the fundamental border gateway protocol (BGP)

routing topology of the contemporary Internet, DNS provides

a voluminous high-speed stream for constructing empirical

graphs. The mappings of domain names to IP addresses are

essentially dynamic, which means that a typical DNS graph

is agile, evolving with a rapid pace [1]. The domain name

system offers also a versatile research vehicle: it is possible

to consider different hierarchical levels related to BGP, among

other things. By raising the level of analysis to subnets, address

space blocks, autonomous systems, and Internet registries,

aggregated DNS graphs can be analyzed with conventional

applied methods [2]. Alternatively, the hierarchical ladders

can be vaulted downwards to organizational and other abstract

research levels – including even the registrant level at which

the focus turns to individuals [3], thus crystallizing the social

network analysis of human beings. This paper stays on the

technical side, however. To avoid any further terminological

confusions thereto, the word graph is used interchangeably

with the term complex network, whereas the actual term

network is reserved for computer networks. This said, the

elaborated graph representation exhibits many of the multi-

partite and multi-relational characteristics [4], which are ac-

tively researched also in the field of social network analysis.

The paper joins and contributes to the research field of DNS

mining, which has been burgeoning in recent years, owning

to the applicability at the cyber security forefront [5], [6], [7].

Empirically, the paper is inspired by recent work in which

the DNS-focus is placed on the name server (NS) records

in addition to the conventional address (A) records [8], [9].

To simplify, the latter are the IP addresses behind a service

provided by a domain, while the former are responsible for

resolving the addresses and domains. A name server typically

serves subnets, which also motivates the explored question.

The question itself is simple: how important are name

servers for connecting domains that have been associated with

malicious networks? The connection of two domains together

is understood to mean that the domains have shared at least

one IP address in their DNS records at some point in time. The

noun importance, in turn, is restricted to refer to quantifiable

relational characteristics that can be derived from DNS graphs.

From a theoretical perspective, such connections allow

hypothesizing about common servicing solutions behind

malware-distributing domains, and, in some carefully profiled

cases, these may provide weak signals about common orches-

trators for the distribution of malware. Here, the verb distribute
is understood to mean that a domain has made a known

malware file available for download, whether via a web page,

a file transfer protocol server, or some other transfer channel.

From a practical viewpoint, the connections through name

server IP addresses are important in the sense that DNS-

based logging, sensor deployment, data stream harvesting, and

related security scenarios become easier when information is

known about name servers. To give a simplistic but illustrative

example: a large portion of a DNS malware graph may be

connected via shared name servers that point to a particular

Internet service provider (ISP) or a public DNS service.
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From a scholarly standpoint, an answer to the question

can be seen as a prerequisite for further use of malware

DNS graphs for supervised machine learning. If the answer is

positive, relational information about name servers supposedly

may provide something beyond noise for predicting whether a

domain is malicious. It is important to stress that the adjective

malicious is understood only loosely; it is something that may

motivate a researcher to send an abuse report, but which is

not sufficient to deduce that a domain or an address should

be blacklisted, let alone whether a DNS graph would reflect a

criminal network. A subjective evaluation allows to summarize

that some of the observed domains are malicious in the true

sense of the word; but many are merely domains to which

malware has been dropped at some point in time; some are

compromised domains belonging to botnets; and so forth.

The remainder of this paper is organized into three sec-

tions. The opening Section II introduces the relational DNS

graph representation, proceeding to briefly discuss the applied

methodological tools used in the subsequent empirical ex-

periment in Section III. The experiment itself is conducted

by augmenting a few well-known “malicious” domain list

collections with a proprietary dataset from a well-known

security company, F-Secure. Conclusions follow in Section IV.

II. DNS GRAPHS

A traditional way to define unaggregated DNS graphs

has been to construct either an undirected [6], [10] or a

directed [7], [9] graph from domain names and their cor-

responding IP addresses, both of which are represented as

vertices. In the directed variant an edge is placed from a

domain name (source) to an IP address (target) in case the

domain resolved to the address at some point in time [9].

Because the vertices refer to different types, the resulting DNS

graph is bipartite [6] and (or) labeled in addition to being

either undirected or directed. In this paper, a labeled undirected

variant is constructed by simplifying a directed DNS graph

variant. The essential bipartite characteristic is retained: edges

are allowed between domain names and addresses, while edges

between addresses and between domains are excluded. Despite

of this restriction over the placement of edges, however,

the constructed representation is not a bipartite (two-mode)

graph because vertices carry not two but three labels. Besides

elaborating the construction of these labels, the forthcoming

discussion will briefly outline the metrics for the exploration.

A. Representation

Let G = (V,E, L), where V and E denote finite sets

of vertices and edges, respectively, while L = {l1, . . . , ln}
is an ordered label set associated with the (ordered) vertex

set V . Because all labels are known during the construction

of the graph, n = |L| = |V |. The label set L identifies

whether a given vertex v refers to a domain name or an IP

address, and whether an IP address refers to a name server.

For convenience, the labels can be represented with three non-

negative integers associated with the order-preserving label set:

f(v) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 if l ∈ L is a 2-LD-TLD

1 if l ∈ L is an IPv4 address (A)

2 if l ∈ L is an IPv4 address (A �→ NS)

, (1)

where l ∈ L has a direct mapping to v in the the ordered V .

To recall, in the directed variant an ordered edge (v, u) ∈ E
is always placed from a f(v) = 0 vertex to a f(u) > 0 vertex.

The function reveals also two reasonable simplifications:

only IPv4 is studied, while the scope is restricted to the

two highest levels of fully qualified domain names. That is,

the abbreviation 2-LD-TLD refers to a second-level domain

(2-LD) name (e.g., baidu) followed by a dot and a top-level

domain (TLD) name (e.g., cn). Although these 2-LD-TLDs

could be further matched against known suffixes [1], [11],

such matching is not utilized in this paper. Furthermore,

each 2-LD-TLD is resolved through live DNS to obtain the

domain’s outgoing IP address neighbors. The resolving itself is

done by obtaining the conventional A records associated with

the domains as well as the A records of the NS records [9].

The latter case is referred to with the A�→NS notation in (1).

The resulting directed graph exhibits also some peculiarities

for empirical analysis. These can be further elaborated for mo-

tivating the construction of the observed, undirected, variant.

Consider thus the directed DNS graph variant, which is

illustrated visually in Fig. 1 by using one of the empirical

sources described later in Section III-A. The black pentagons

represent known and profiled 2-LD-TLDs associated with

malware. Circles represent IP addresses; A records are colored

blue, whereas the A records of NS records are painted in green.

Fig. 1. A Directed and Labeled Malware DNS Graph Variant (data from [12])

Besides some apparent topological characteristics, the illus-

tration is noteworthy due to the direction of the edges. Indeed,
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in this variant, the directed edges from domain names to IP

addresses imply (a) that any vertex with f(v) = 0 has an

in-degree of zero, meaning that there are no incoming links

to domain names. If also (b) the out-degree is zero, a given

domain name did not resolve through DNS at some point in

time. While these so-called NXDOMAIN cases indicate the

unreliability of many malware networks – including botnets

in particular whereby the bots are often generating a large

amount of invalid DNS queries [7], the non-resolving domain

names are not relevant for the present purposes. It is thus

more relevant to continue by remarking that (c) any vertex w
with f(w) > 0 has an out-degree of zero. That is, somewhat

analogously to the first case, addresses point neither to other

addresses nor to domain names. It follows that (d) the only way

for two domains v and u, f(v) = f(u) = 0, to be implicitly

“connected” is through a “shared” IP address. In such a case

there is an edge from v to w, f(w) �= 0, and from u to w,

resulting two ordered edge pairs (v, w) ∈ E and (u,w) ∈ E.

Because the resulting directed path is still not strictly

speaking connected, further ordered edge sets might be con-

sidered as (w, v) ∈ E and (w, u) ∈ E. For the purposes

of this paper, such addition of edges is essentially equivalent

to transforming the directed variant into an undirected one.

Because the particular interest is to observe the importance

of the A �→ NS vertices in (1) against the f(v) = 1 cases,

the directed variant is beforehand also used for pruning of the

domains that are not connected through shared IP addresses.

Fig. 2. A Pruned, Undirected, and Labeled Variant (data from [12])

The pruning is easy with the directed variant: (a) all IP

address vertices are excluded in case their in-degrees are

smaller than two, (b) after which any vertex v with f(v) = 0
is excluded in case its out-degree is zero (for a different but

comparable pruning strategy see [1]). The latter step removes

also all domains that did not resolve to any address. The

associated edges are also deleted in both steps. It should be

also remarked that (c) all data source entries that are provided

as IP addresses are excluded. This exclusion is necessary:

although many of the data sources provide addresses to accom-

pany the domain names, only one of these provide sufficient

information about the name servers. Passing of these cases

to live DNS would result so-called A-for-A queries, which

can be interesting for observing malpractice or buggy protocol

implementations at the DNS server level [13], for instance, but

which are nonetheless inapplicable for the present purposes.

The pruned and undirected graph representation is illus-

trated in Fig. 2 for the earlier directed malware DNS graph

in Fig. 1. As can be seen, the size of the graph reduced

substantially – yet all of the domains are now explicitly con-

nected to other domains through shared IP addresses. While

both visualizations quite clearly hint that name servers are

important for connecting also malware domains together, it

remains to be specified what is exactly meant by importance.

B. Metrics

The broad concept of importance is at the heart of applied

graph modeling, but no consensus has ever existed over the

exact meaning and the appropriate quantifications. For the

present purposes, it is reasonable to start by first equating the

concept of importance to the classical concept of centrality.

In other words, according to one definition, a vertex is

central in an undirected graph when it possesses many edges

to other vertices; when its degree is high. The definition is ap-

plicable to the observed DNS graph variant: because addresses

are not connected, a high degree of an IP address vertex

imply that the address connects many malicious domains. This

simple definition is also illustrative for elaborating why a

directed DNS graph may be constructed as was described.

In the directed DNS graph variant the out-degree of a do-

main to labeled IP address vertices provides the two classical

metrics for measuring DNS-based load-balancing and relia-

bility solutions: the number of unique A and NS records [5].

Analogous yet largely unknown underground networking algo-

rithms are used in the so-called fast flux networks, which refer

to botnet or other malicious networks that continuously shuffle

their DNS mappings in order to improve reliability and to

avoid blacklisting, often further generating the domain names

algorithmically ([5], [7], [14]; and for a literature review [15]).

In other words, to revisit Fig. 1, notice that there are a few

notable star topologies within which a 2-LD-TLD is at the

center of a star, while all outer vertices are connected to

the center but not to each other. This topology is a typical

trait of a DNS-based reliability improvement solution; a client

can reach a target even in case one of the hosts behind the

IP addresses would temporarily malfunction. Moreover, the

simple function (1) proxies three different dimensions of fast

flux networks: the shuffling of IP addresses (A records), name

server shuffling, and the possible combination of both [16]

traits of “fluxiness” [5]. By only looking at Fig. 2, it is quite

clear that this example graph contains domains that make

heavy use of NS fluxing, whether malicious or legitimate.

But to return to the observed undirected variant: in addition

to the degree of IP address vertices, the degree of a domain

name can be decomposed to evaluate the share of name

server IP addresses in the address neighborhood of the domain

name. In other words, to use an existing notation [17], let

N(v) = {u ∈ V, (u, v) ∈ E, f(v) = 0, f(u) > 0} denote the

neighborhood of a domain name vertex v, such that |N(v)|
is the vertex’s degree. Then, for each domain, a relative ratio

is available by summing the number of f(u) = 2 cases in

N(v) and dividing by |N(v)|. If the value is one, only name
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server IP addresses are adjacent to v, keeping in mind that the

neighborhood has been pruned to contain only addresses that

connect domains together. The third centrality metric comes

in the form of vertex betweenness, which has also been used

previously for DNS graph mining [6]. Accordingly, a vertex

is important in case many shortest paths pass through it.

The final metric is based on the so-called community

detection (a.k.a. clustering), which has likewise been adopted

for studying malware DNS graphs [10]. Two algorithms

are tested with an existing implementation [18]: the edge-

betweenness technique based on modularity maximization [19]

and a solution based on the propagation of vertex labels [20].

Three things speak in favor of the latter solution: (a) it is faster;

(b) the maximization according modularity is known to be

problematic in some cases [21], [22]; and, most importantly,

(c) the algorithm can be directly initialized with L, which

is then used to propagate the labels such that each vertex

adopts the label most of its neighbors carry. Rather than

algorithmic performance and optimization questions, however,

the interest is again to evaluate the importance of name servers

in connecting the computed communities. To derive a simple

metric, let C ⊆ E denote the between-community edges

that link the communities and their within-community edges

together. Due to the pruned undirected DNS variant, any

unordered (v, w) ∈ C always contains a domain name vertex

f(v) = 0. Then, the A�→NS vertices can be seen as important

when the relative share of f(w) = 2 vertices is large, using

|C| for scaling. These four metrics for vertex importance are

used for summarizing the experimental results discussed next.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental results are presented in three consecutive

steps. After having introduced the data sources and described

the learning strategy for the observed malware DNS graph,

results are presented by using the simple metrics described.

A. Data

The best positions for pure DNS mining are at the DNS

infrastructure and ISP levels (cf. [1], [6], [23]), the subnet level

also offering a viable option (cf. [14]). However, even though

vast amounts of empirical data are readily available when

operating at these abstract levels, the levels do not offer a good

precision for approaches that build on unique downloadable

malware files. Although only domains and addresses are

observed, the underlying file-based approach can be still used

to characterize many of the data sources listed in Table I.

TABLE I
DATA SOURCES

# Abbreviation Source Used, e.g., in
1. abuse.ch [24] [9], [10]
2. CleanMX [25] [26]
3. malc0de [12] [9], [10]
4. MDL [27] [9], [10], [26]
5. F-Secure Proprietary –

As can be seen, a few commonly used online feeds were

used for data retrieval together with one proprietary source.

It should be remarked that this augmentation from proprietary

sources has also been used in previous research setups [10].

The rationale is to increase the size of G to a sufficiently

large graph for data mining, and to improve data quality with

a proprietary malware detection engine.1 The references in

Table I are provided for further discussion about the data feeds

(for a good, critical summary see [9]). Finally, the pruning

details (see Section II-A) are as follows: the first step reduced

|V | from 21,484 to 11,146 and |E| from 34,593 to 24,255. The

second step further reduced the number of observed vertices

to |V | = 9, 103. The observed G was learned with a daily

polling and DNS resolving schedule. A public server provided

by OpenDNS (Cisco) was used for the live DNS resolving.

B. Learning

Learning plays a central role in DNS mining. As was elabo-

rated, the so-called agile DNS characteristics necessitate mul-

tiple queries for mapping the domain names to addresses [1].

It is worthwhile to further elaborate this construction phase.

Although the concept connotes with machine learning in many

respects, in the present context it refers more to a fixed period

during which a DNS graph is constructed than the training

of a statistical model for prediction. To make the point clear,

a typical DNS graph mining cycle might be described with

a “learn �→ apply �→ prune” schedule. Probabilistic model

training, evaluation, and prediction are possible at each step.

To give a real-world cyber security example: consider a

task of identifying an unknown pool of domains that use the

so-called dynamic DNS (DDNS) for malicious purposes. By

having an initial sample of malicious domains, one learning

option would be to match the sample against the 2-LD-TLDs

that are known DDNS providers, resolve the name servers

behind the domains that show positive matches, and then

assume that any new domain that uses these name servers

belongs to the DDNS pool that is prone to be associated

with the maliciousness [23]. After a sufficient learning period,

a sample would be available for the next step of machine

learning with the already pre-educated graph. This empirical

analysis phase is also the step to which this paper ends to.

This said, it is important to emphasize that at some point in

time a DNS graph must be pruned to avoid excess learning and

the resulting increase of false positives. The pruning step [16]

is also a pressing issue in real-world blacklisting solutions,

many of which – including the data sources used – arguably

fail to provide robust dynamic maintenance [9]. Thus, it

should be emphasized that the results reported only refer to

a particular historical period during which G was learned.

The appropriate learning period itself varies from a research

1 Note that the augmentation does not threaten scholarly premises such
as replicability; it would be possible to supply open data by further passing
the proprietary parts to a well-known and reasonably well-functioning [28]
public tracker that aggregates malware detection engine results. (In fact, the
aggregation site is used in one feed [25] from which those domains were
included that had at least one positive match across the aggregated engines.)
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question to another, ranging from hours (cf. [16]) to weeks [6]

and even months (cf. [10]). For the purposes of this paper,

a recommendation of a two-week learning period [29] was

considered as adequate. That is, each data source was polled

daily for two weeks, passing the output to DNS along the way.

C. Results

There are more domains than addresses in the learned G,

meaning that in many cases a single IP address connects two or

more domains together, as can be concluded from the topmost

plot in Fig. 3. There are also more name server IP addresses

than A records, and these A�→NS vertices have also a higher

degree. This observation is reflected in the distribution of

the labels in the domain name neighborhoods; on average,

about 81 % of the neighborhood addresses belong to name

servers (see Fig. 4). Interestingly, though, there are no notable

differences with respect to the vertex betweenness scores.

Domain name IPv4 (A −> NS) IPv4 (A)

Vertices (|V| = 9103)

Frequency

N = 5946

N = 2269
N = 888

IPv4 (A −> NS)

IPv4 (A)

Degree

Degree

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Range = [2, 317]

IPv4 (A −> NS)

IPv4 (A)

Betweenness

Betweenness (vertices)

0 500000 1000000 1500000 2000000 2500000

Range = [0, 2494334]

Fig. 3. A Summary of Metrics

Share of A−>NS (%)

0 20 40 60 80 100

0

1000

2000

3000

Frequency

N = 5946, mean = 81 %, std. dev. = 29 %

Fig. 4. Labeled Neighborhood of Domain Names (%)

Nevertheless, the noteworthy details in the bottommost plot

in Fig. 3 relate to the few notable outlying vertices. The largest

betweenness score comes from an IP address (A) behind

hit-phish.opendns.com, which is used by OpenDNS

as a redirection black hole for querying known malicious

domains. Thus, a portion of the malicious domains in G are

known also by other parties than the ones listed in Table I, or,

alternatively, existing DNS sensors are working as expected.

TABLE II
A SUMMARY COMMUNITIES AND CROSSINGS (FIVE ITERATIONS)

Edge-betweenness Label-propagation

Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev.
No. of communities 688 0 3 0
Modularity [2] score 0.95 < 0.01 0.48 0.03

Crossings:

f(v) = 0 ↔ f(u) > 0 460 0 342 33
f(v) = 0 ↔ f(u) = 1 328 0 220 21
f(v) = 0 ↔ f(u) = 2 132 0 122 14

Importantly, however, even after removing this outlier,

none of the computed results change notably, including the

community detection results summarized in Table II. (The

computations were iterated five times due to the unsupervised

community detection algorithms.) The number of communities

and the modularity scores hint about distinctively different

algorithmic solutions. Yet, from the average of |C| = 342
edge pair crossings that connect communities according to

the label-propagation algorithm, about 64 % refer to pairs

that are formed by domain names and A records. The edge-

betweenness algorithm yields a comparable ratio. Thus, de-

pending on a chosen definition for vertex importance, the role

of conventional A records should not be undermined either.

IV. DISCUSSION

The experimental results clearly demonstrate that name

servers are important for connecting domains in malware

DNS graphs. This conclusion provides a positive answer for

the research question; there are black marks beside many

name servers. From the scholarly standpoint, then, it can be

suggested that relational DNS graph data should be utilized

from both A and NS records in further supervised machine

learning tasks, preferably keeping also the utilized explanatory

DNS metrics as separate entities in order to shed more light on

the graph theoretical importance of name servers. Proceeding

with the theoretical and practical viewpoints requires acknowl-

edging a couple of limitations, both of which provide also

plausible further research questions for DNS graph mining.

First, it is important to emphasize what was neither mea-

sured nor assumed. In particular – and in the limits of this short

paper, longitudinal evaluation of the iterative “learn �→ ap-

ply �→ prune” cycle could not be carried out. The last day

of the learning was April 2, 2016. As was elaborated, after

this date, the results start to slowly degrade with respect to

the actual domains and addresses in the observed G. Second,

data quality was presumably already somewhat reduced by the

dynamic update routines in the observed sources [9], which are

also likely to include many false positives and negatives.

Even though a readily available benchmark domain list is

available for computations [8], and accelerating the longitudi-

nal learning to high-frequency time resolving intervals seems

necessary for more fine-grained analysis of the fundamentally

dynamic concept of fluxiness [16], one still has to deal with
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additional research challenges due to the combination of high-

velocity with high-volume traits. Further research challenges

emerge by putting the third big data keyword on the table via

the high-variety traits of the global domain name system.

Thus, in terms of further empirical research, (a) one plausi-

ble question relates to the similarity (or dissimilarity) between

malware and “normal” DNS graphs constructed from arbitrary

domains picked from a population collegially known as the

Internet. Also, (b) the hierarchical movement of malware

DNS graphs should be evaluated at the aggregated level of

autonomous systems [10] and related Internet registry charac-

teristics [3]. The scope of explorations (c) should be extended

also by enlarging the pool of observed DNS records, including

mail exchange (MX) information, for instance. Although the

time-to-live (TTL) values were not considered as relevant in

the seminal fast flux work [5], (d) it might be also interesting to

continue data mining by adding TTL values as edge weights.

From the file-based malware detection perspective, moreover,

(e) it should compared how similar the described DNS graphs

are to the graphs constructed from cryptographic hashes for

malware files [3]. Finally, (f) further research is required to

better align DNS graph mining with the advances in the

field of complex network analysis [4]. While this enumeration

could be easily continued, the six discussed points sufficiently

already exemplify many grand challenges that echo from the

handshaking between complex network analysis, DNS and

related computer networking, cyber security, and big data.
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